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Steam Time Wissen Die Begegnungen



Die Expeditionen



ȜȜ Alfred Nobel (1833-1896), schwedischer Chemiker und Erfinder des Dynamits. ȜȜ Alhambra – Im 13. und 14. Jahrhundert vom Emirat Granada in Spanien erbaute Stifter und Namensgeber des Nobelpreises. Residenz und Festung mit ausgedehnten Gartenanlagen. ȜȜ Archimedes von Syrakus (287-212 v. Chr.), griechischer Mathematiker, Physiker und ȜȜ Andersons Creek – 1851 führte ein Goldfund an diesem Bach zum australischen Mechaniker. Gilt als Erfinder von z. B. Brennspiegel, Flaschenzug und BewässerungGoldrausch, der hunderttausende ins Land lockte. sanlage. ȜȜ Atlantis – Mythisches Inselreich, das im 4. Jh. v. Chr. erstmals von Platon erwähnt wird. Seine Existenz ist umstritten. ȜȜ Bi Sheng (gestorben um 1052), chinesischer Erfinder. Ersann lange vor Gutenberg den Druck mit beweglichen Lettern. ȜȜ Bernsteinzimmer – Um 1700 im Berliner Stadtschloss entstandener Raum mit vielen Bernsteinelementen. Derzeit verschollen. ȜȜ Marcus Licinius Crassus (ca. 115-53 v. Chr.), römischer Staatsmann. Unterstützte das erste römische Triumvirat mit Caesar und Pompeius mit seinem immensen ȜȜ Bibliothek von Alexandria – Im frühen 3. Jh. v. Chr. erbaute, bedeutendste BiblioReichtum. thek der Antike. Lage und weiteres Schicksal unbekannt. ȜȜ Jakob Fugger (1459-1525), schwäbischer Handelsherr. Bedeutendster Bankier seiner ȜȜ Big Ben – 1859 in London erbaut, 2012 in Elizabeth Tower umbenannt. Sein GlockZeit, der auch Hochadel und Königshäuser zu seinen Kunden zählte. enschlag gilt als „Die Stimme Britanniens“. ȜȜ Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), toskanischer Naturwissenschaftler, Mathematiker und ȜȜ Burg Himeji – Ab 1346 erbaut, 1580 und 1601 umfangreich erweitert. Japanische Philosoph. Bewies, dass die Erde um die Sonne kreist. Burganlage mit damals hoch entwickelten Wehranlagen. ȜȜ Heron von Alexandria (ca. 20-62), griechischer Mechaniker und Ingenieur. Entwarf ȜȜ Eiffelturm – 1889 zur Pariser Weltausstellung erbaut. Rund 40 Jahre lang höchstes den Heronsball, die erste bekannte Wärmekraftmaschine. Gebäude der Welt. ȜȜ Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), niederländischer Physiker und Mathematiker. ȜȜ Eldorado – Kolumbianische Legende des 16. Jahrhunderts um ein sagenhaftes Begründer der Wellenlehre, Erfinder, z. B. der Pendeluhr. Goldland im Inneren Südamerikas. ȜȜ Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), deutscher Universalgelehrter und Theologe. EntdeckȜȜ Hafen von New York – War 1807 Station der ersten Raddampfer-Linie zwischen te u. a. die Gesetze der Planetenbewegung. New York und Albany. Seit 1886 Standort der Freiheitsstatue. ȜȜ Leif Erikson (ca. 975-1020), norwegischer Seefahrer. Gilt als erster europäischer ȜȜ Hagia Sofia – 537 eröffnetes, letztes großes Bauwerk der Spätantike. War erst Entdecker Amerikas, geschildert in den Vinland-Sagas. byzantinische Kirche, später Moschee und Museum. ȜȜ Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), deutscher Universalgelehrter. Entdeckte ȜȜ Höhle von Lascaux – Vermutlich ab 17.000 v. Chr. entstanden dort einge der die Differentialrechnung und erfand Rechenmaschinen. ältesten Höhlenmalereien der Menschheit. Evtl. deutlich älter. ȜȜ Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), italienisches Universalgenie. Schöpfer der Mona ȜȜ Ishtar-Tor von Babylon – Ab 605 v. Chr. errichtet. Wird von manchen als Teil der Lisa, Erfinder von Fallschirm, Hubschrauber, U-Boot etc. Mauern Babylons zu den antiken Weltwundern gezählt. ȜȜ Marco Polo (1254-1324), venezianischer Kaufmann und Abenteurer. Veröffentlichte ȜȜ Jericho – Um 9000 v. Chr. gegründet und damit eine der ältesten Städte der Meneinen ausführlichen Bericht über seine Reisen in Asien. schheit. ȜȜ Gebrüder Montgolfier (Joseph 1740-1810, Jacques 1745-1799), französische ȜȜ Karthago – Vermutlich um 814 v. Chr. von Phöniziern gegründet. Dank ihres Hafens Papierfabrikanten und Luftfahrtpioniere. Konstruierten und flogen den ersten reiche Großstadt und Konkurrentin Roms. Heißluftballon. ȜȜ Königreich von Punt – Seit dem 3. Jahrtausend v. Chr. wichtiger Handelspartner ȜȜ Isaac Newton (1642-1727), englischer Universalgelehrter. Entwickelte die BeweÄgyptens. Seine Lage wird am Horn von Afrika vermutet. gungsgesetze, die Lehre von der Gravitationskraft und die Infinitesimalrechnung. ȜȜ Kolosseum – 80 n. Chr. in Rom fertiggestellt. Größtes Amphitheater der Welt, in dem ȜȜ Nostradamus (1503-1566), französischer Arzt, Astrologe und Seher. Verfasste mit u. a. Gladiatorenkämpfe abgehalten wurden. den „Centurien“ Prophezeiungen in Reimform. ȜȜ Kreml – Überwiegend im 15. und 16. Jh. in Moskau erbaute Zitadelle und spätere ȜȜ Denis Papin (1647- ca. 1712), französischer Physiker und Erfinder. Erfand eine Zarenresidenz. Beherbergt auch zahlreiche Sakralbauten. atmosphärische Dampfmaschine und den Schnellkochtopf. ȜȜ Nazca-Linien – 8. bis 6. Jh. v. Chr. entstanden. Die Geoglyphen in der peruanischen ȜȜ John D. Rockefeller (1839-1937), US-Unternehmer und Öl-Magnat. InflationsbereinPampa sind fast nur aus der Luft zu erkennen. igt der vermutlich reichste Mensch aller Zeiten, aber auch großer Philanthrop. ȜȜ Palast von Xi’an – 634 erbaute Palastanlage und 220 Jahre lang Haupt-residenz der ȜȜ Taqi ad-Din (1526-1585), osmanischer Universalgelehrter. Erfinder von Dampfturchinesischen Tang-Dynastie. bine, Kolbenpumpe, mechanischen Uhren etc. ȜȜ Petra – Ab dem 2. Jh. v. Chr. im jordanischen Bergland errichtete und teils in den ȜȜ Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), jugoslawischer Erfinder, Physiker und Elektroingenieur. Fels gehauene Hauptstadt des Nabatäer-Reichs. Entdeckte den Wechselstrom und erfand z. B. die drahtlose Fernsteuerung. ȜȜ Samarqand – Vermutlich im 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr. gegründete Oasenstadt. WichtiȜȜ Richard Trevithick (1771-1833), britischer Ingenieur. Konstruierte u. a. einen Dampfger Handelsknoten an der Seidenstraße. wagen und die erste Dampflokomotive. ȜȜ Shangri-La – Auf östlichen Legenden basierendes, verborgenes Paradies irgendwo ȜȜ Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794-1877), amerikanischer Schifffahrts- und Eisenbahnmagin Tibet. nat und reichster Mann seiner Zeit. ȜȜ Taj-Mahal – 1648 im indischen Agra fertiggestelltes, aufwendig verziertes MausoleȜȜ James Watt (1736-1819), schottischer Erfinder und Industrie-Ingenieur. Verbesserte um für die Hauptfrau des Großmoguls. den Wirkungsgrad Dampfmaschinen. Thevon year is 1899. For millennia, people have shared myths of unexplained occurrences at age-old monuments around the ȜȜ Teotihuacán – Ab ca. 100 n. Chr. das wichtigste kulturelle Zentrum Mittelamerikas. ȜȜ Yi Xing (683-727), chinesischer Mathematiker und Ingenieur. Schuf ein world, such asAstronom, Stonehenge and the Pyramids of Egypt. Recently, reports of bizarre these sites have garnered Vermutlich schonphenomena deutlich früheratbesiedelt. umfangreiches Kalenderwerk und entdeckte die Eigenbewegung der Fixsterne. the full attention of the powers that be. In these places, spacetime distorted. Time–flows in unexpected ways.die Indas addition, ȜȜ is Terrakotta-Armee Tausende tönerne Soldaten, 210 v. Chr. fertiggestellte



For 2 to 4 Players, Ages 12 Years and Up



unusual crystals with supernatural properties have been discoveredkaiserliche there. These discoveries have sparked the invention of Mausoleum bewachen. fantastic machines that can travel through time. Now, the rapidlyȜindustrializing superpowers of the world are inum a race Ȝ Theater von Philippopolis – Erste Siedlungsspuren 4000 to v. Chr. auf damals thrakischem, heute bulgarischem Gebiet. Theater aus römischer Zeit. amass and exploit these valuable resources. At the center of these endeavors, the newly established TemporalȜInstitute Exploration ( Jh. berühmter for short) is Ȝ Tortuga –for Die Monument „Schildkröteninsel“ war im 17. Piratenstützpunkt. Nördlich von Haiti sending out steam-powered airships to travel through time and space. As captain ofgelegen. one of these airships, you will set out to ȜȜ Uruk – ca. ab 3500ofv.time Chr. am mesopotamische explore the temporal rifts around the monuments. Dive into the turbulent stream on Euphrat a questgelegene for long-lost knowledge,Stadt. Damals größte Metropole—der Welt. Fundort dercrystals, ersten Schrift. vanished cultures, and hidden treasures. Search for crystal depositsvermutlich and use your resources including steam, gold, and time — wisely to stay ahead of your competitors, ultimately to gain ’s esteem and eternal glory. Get ready to embark on an extraordinary time travel adventure with Steam Time!
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C omp onent s



3 Game board tiles



Note: Before the first game, carefully separate the gold sovereigns, esteem tiles, saboteurs, and upgrades, as well as monument boards, first player tile, and airship boards from their die-cut cardboard frames. Then carefully punch the die-cut holes out of the monument boards and airship boards. 1 First player tile 9 Monument boards (Double-sided; 6 panels each for 2, 3, and 4 players)



36 Gold sovereigns referred to as “gold” (20 x 1-unit pieces, 16 x 5-unit pieces)



Fronts



Backs



4 Esteem tiles (1 per player color)



Fronts



Backs



30 Upgrade tiles referred to as “Upgrades” (6 per round)



4 Airship boards (1 per player color) Backs



Fronts



2



24 Encounter cards



30 Expedition cards



referred to as “Encounters”



referred to as “Expeditions” (6 per round)



3



4



5



1



3



2



Front



Back



5



5



5



Fronts



32 Mission cards



Backs



12 Effort cards



referred to as “Missions”



(6 each α and Ω)



Back



Fronts



Backs



Fronts



1 Fabric bag 12 Airships (3 per player color)



12 Control discs (3 per player color)



Mr.



120 Crystals



M odules



(not required for base game)



Sabotage module



4 Saboteur tokens



Specialist module



36 Specialist cards



(1 per player color)



(9 per player color)



1 2



Backs



Fronts



3



First player



5



1



All players:



2nd player:



3rd player:



2



4th player:



4



2



3



6 Setup for 4 players



9



14



15



18



21



13



20



5



6



5



6



4



5



6



2



7



17



4



6



6



STREAM OF TIME



5



6



1x



23



4x



16



5



5



1x



22 10



8



2



19 6x



7



9



11



1x



12
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Prepa rat i on Each player receives the following in his or her color: 1 1 Airship board. Place it in front of you.



12 Shuffle the 32 missions face down and place them face down on 



the missions box. This is the mission deck.



2 3 Airships. Place them in the hangar of your airship board.



13 Sort  the expeditions into 5 decks by the Roman numerals on their



back sides. Shuffle each deck separately face down. Stack the 5 decks face down and sorted by Roman numeral on top of each other on the expeditions box. With “V” at the bottom, then “IV”, “III”, “II”, and “I” on the top. This is the expedition deck.



3 3 Control discs. Place 1 each on:



• the start space of the esteem track on the game board, • the space marked “1” on your steam track, • and the start space of your time portal track.



14 Sort  the upgrades in the same manner as the expeditions and



4 8 Gold. Place it in your vault.



place them face down on the upgrades box. This is the upgrade deck.



The least punctual person is the starting player. (Yellow in the example on the left.)



15 Sort  the effort cards by the Greek symbols on their back sides



5 The  players also receive crystals in the following quantities,



(α “alpha” and Ω “omega”). Shuffle each stack separately face down. Then draw 2 effort cards from the α-deck and 3 from the Ω-deck. Place the 2 α effort cards on top of the 3 Ω effort cards. Place this stack face down on the effort box. This is the effort deck. Reveal the topmost effort card and place it face up on top of the effort deck. The other 7 effort cards are removed from the game.



according to the order in which they will play. Each player places his or her crystals in the correspondingly colored generators on his or her airship board. There are generators located in six places on the airship: bridge (green), engine room (blue), laboratory (black), time portal (pink), Midas-machine (gray), and analytic engine (orange). All players each receive 5 crystals: 1 each in green, blue, black, pink, and gray. The second, third, and fourth players additionally receive 1 orange crystal each, which are placed in the analytic engines. The third and fourth players additionally receive 1 steam each. They advance the control discs on their steam tracks accordingly. The fourth player additionally receives 2 gold, which are placed in the vault.



16 Place the first player tile next to the game board.  17 Take the monument boards marked with the number (2, 3, or 



4) in the corners equal to the number of players in the current game. Place them in any order next to the game board (see left). Choose any desired sequence of the monument boards. The other 3 monument boards are removed from the game.



On each monument board, there are several different action spaces (see page 7, “ Action phase”). Prepare the action spaces of the monument boards as follows:



Placement rule 1: When placed, a crystal must be placed into the generator of the same color as the crystal. Placement rule 2: When placed, a crystal must be placed into the slot in the generator that is farthest left and empty.



18 Crystal deposit action space: Place 1 crystal in each available 



slot. Randomly draw the crystals from the bag.



6 Put  all of the remaining crystals except the clear



-crystals



19 Mission action space: Draw 1 mission per action space from the 



in the fabric bag.



mission deck and place them to the left of the corresponding monument boards on the corresponding mission spaces of the game board.



P rospector: has a monopoly on the rare and universally usable -crystals. They cannot be found in the regular deposits.



20 Expedition action space: Draw 1 round-I-expedition per action 



space and place them to the right of the expedition images on the corresponding monument boards. The remaining round-Iexpeditions are removed from the game.



Now connect the 3 game board tiles (as seen on the left) and prepare the1 game board. 7 Place the 30 clear 



21 Upgrade action space: Draw 1 round-I-upgrade per action space 



-crystals in the secret mine.



and place them on top of the upgrade action spaces on the monument boards. The remaining round-I-upgrades are removed from the game.



8 Place the remaining gold in the bank.  9 Place the esteem tiles on the corresponding spaces of the game 



board.



10 Place Mr. 



You do not place anything on the 22 Encounters or 23 Gold action spaces.



on the time compass.



11 Shuffle the 24 encounters face down and place them face down 



on the encounters box. This is the encounter deck.
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Game Obj ect i v e Possible costs for placing crystals



has entrusted you to examine the temporal phenomena around the monuments. Gain knowledge about the past, gather crystals, build up steam, and return. The more successful you are, the higher you will rise in ’s esteem!



Engineer: Sir, the generator is already close to capacity. Installing another crystal will require enhancements to the generator, which will cost money.



The player who has the highest esteem score after 5 rounds is the winner.



Placement rule 3: Running some generators at full capacity will cost you additional gold. If you want to place a crystal in a slot that is marked with “-2”, you immediately have to pay 2 gold to the bank. These additional costs apply regardless of how you received the crystal, be it from a crystal deposit, encounter, expedition, upgrade, or the first player tile. If you cannot (or do not want to) do so, you can neither place the crystal on that slot nor take or buy it. The costs apply every time you place a crystal in one of these slots, even if one had been placed there before and then removed.



Game Seq uen c e The game is played over 5 rounds. Each round consists of the following phases: Income phase (This does not happen in the first round!) Action phase Supply phase



Placement rule 4: When you receive a -crystal, you immediately have to place it in any open slot in a generator on your airship. Please note the other placement rules! Placement rule 5: -crystals are always placed to the right of colored crystals. If you receive a new colored crystal, the -crystal shifts to the right.



Income phase (Please note: This does not happen in the first round because players have not acquired upgrades yet.)



Example: Leo already has 2 orange crystals and 1 -crystal in the generator of his analytic machine. Now he receives another orange crystal. The -crystal shifts one slot to the right and the orange crystal takes its old slot. And he pays 2 gold because a crystal is placed into a slot marked with a “-2”.



Commander: Well done! This upgrade makes our airship more efficient. will shell out some more money for us! For each upgrade, which improves a player’s airship board, he or she receives rewards in each subsequent round. Starting with the first player, players receive the rewards (in clockwise order) for each of their upgrades.  T he Midas-machine generator is working more efficiently! 1 Take X gold from the bank.  You rise in ’s esteem! Advance your control disc X spaces on the esteem track.  sends you 1 -crystal! Take 1 -crystal from the secret mine and place it immediately in a free generator slot on your airship. Please note the placement rules! Note: -crystals are universally usable. They can represent any color.



1  sends you a crystal! Take 1 crystal of the depicted color from the bag and place it in the corresponding generator on your airship board. Please note the placement rules! Please note: If there is no open slot of the matching color, you cannot take the crystal!  Y our steam generator is running more efficiently! Advance the control disc on your steam track by 1 space. Please note: If you already have 10 steam, your steam generator has reached its capacity and you do not get the additional steam.  Y our lookout reports that there is a crystal deposit ahead! Take 1 crystal free of costs from any crystal deposit on a monument board and place it in an open slot on the corresponding generator on your airship board. Please note the placement rules! Please note: Do not draw a replacement for this crystal from the bag for the current round!



2



6



Action phase



Bonuses generated by the airship: Each crystal color and each action space color correspond to one of the six generators on the airships, with the exception of the clear, universally usable -crystals. The more crystals there are in a generator, the higher the bonus you get when the generator is activated by the correspondingly colored action on the monument board.



N  avigator: We are diving into the stream of time with our airship. Depending on the actions we perform, we can provide with valuable information. Starting with the first player, in a clockwise order, players execute 1 of the following possibilities: a) Either take the first player tile or … b) Place 1 airship and execute the action.



Please note: Only the active player receives a bonus! And you only get a potential bonus after completely executing the action. Refer to the generator of the same frame color as the action space of the executed action. If you have 1 or more crystals in this generator, you receive the bonus(es) depicted below the filled crystal slot(s)!



a) Take the first player tile:



Captain to : We have steam for you! Commencing transfer now ...



Placement rule 6: If you have already placed an airship in a previous turn, and it is your turn again, you must place your next airship at least 1 monument board further up in the stream of time.



The first player tile can be taken only once per round! If you take the first player tile, you may execute one of the two depicted special actions. After this, the turn passes immediately to the next player. You do not place an airship in this turn! Please note: You do not lose an airship action for taking the first player tile! After all the other players have placed all of their airships, you will get one turn to place your third airship. a Special action 1: Convert 1 steam 



into 1 esteem (up to 10 times).



b Special action 2: Convert 1 steam into 



1 -crystal, which you must place in any of your generators. Please note the placement rules!



Example: In his first turn, Finn (Red) places his airship on the gold action space on the second monument board (from the bottom). In his second turn, he can place his airship on a free action space. The action spaces on which Dani (Yellow), Leo (Blue), and Sabrina (Green) have placed their airships are not available for him anymore. And he has to follow the stream of time. Therefore, he cannot place his second airship on the bottom monument board or on the monument board second from the bottom.



a b



STREAM OF TIME



Please note: The current round’s first player cannot take the first player tile in his or her first turn. (In other words, the first player in the current round must give all the other players one chance to take the first player tile before taking it.) Please note: If all players have placed all their airships, but no one has taken the first player tile, the previous first player gets the first player tile. He or she stays first player for another round and may execute one of the special actions before the end of this round. b) Place 1 airship and execute the action: Place 1 of your airships from your hangar on any unoccupied action space on a monument board (following Placement rule 6). Execute the corresponding action. After executing the action, you may receive a reward and/or a bonus. If you cannot or do not want to do so (e.g., you don’t have enough gold, or you don’t have any open slots in generators for available crystals), you cannot choose this action.



C ommander: As you know, rewards the clever use of resources. So take care to always run the generators at full capacity.



1
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Actions There are 6 different action spaces, but some of them are not available on some monument boards.



2



1



2



3



4



5



6



1 Mission



C ommander: has a mission for us! If we deliver the requested resources at the end of the mission, we rise in ’s esteem. And a well-equipped bridge is quite helpful when you want to rise in ’s esteem.



Draw as many encounters as depicted (2 or 3). Choose 1 and execute it. Please note: Some encounter action spaces additionally give you 2 esteem or you can advance the control disc of your time portal by 1. There are 2 different kinds of encounters:



Take one of the missions and place it face down left of your airship board. You may check your mission at any time. Missions allow you to convert resources into esteem at the end of the game. Please note: Some mission action spaces additionally give you 1 steam or you 1can advance the control disc of your time portal by 1.



a Both possible card actions are blue. The active 



player either executes the top or the bottom action.



b The bottom action is purple. The active



a



player executes the blue action first. After this, each of the other players may in turn decide whether they can and want to execute the purple action.



Missions are revealed and checked at the end of the game. A mission only increases your esteem if you deliver the resources that are depicted in the top half of the mission. You can see the amount of esteem points you can earn at the bottom of the mission card. Some missions even allow meeting the requirements multiple times (e.g., 1x, 2x, 4x, 10x) as long as you have enough resources.



Please note the placement rules!



b



Then place all drawn encounters on the encounter discard pile. When the encounter deck has run out, shuffle the encounter discard and place it again face down on the encounter box.



BONUS: Advance the control disc on the esteem track by 1 per green crystal in your bridge.



BONUS: Get 1 steam for each blue crystal in the generator of your engine room. If you already have 10 steam, you do not get the bonus. 10



4x



2



1x 6x



1x



2



9



The top action always gives the active player resources. This is also true for the bottom actions of Crassus, Rockefeller, and ad-Din. For all other encounters’ bottom actions, you need to spend something (left of the hand) to receive the reward (right of the hand).



5



Examples: From left to right above, the missions are: Move 1 step back on time portal track (only until starting space), hand in 1 upgrade, hand in 1 expedition, hand in 10 gold plus any 3 crystals, hand in any 3 crystals of the same color.



Example: Dani places her airship on the encounter action space (see top of the page). She immediately receives 2 esteem. Then she draws 2 encounters: Alfred Nobel and Bi Sheng. She chooses Alfred and executes the top action (to get 2 crystals of the same color) and takes 2 blue crystals from the bag and places them in the blue engine room generator on her airship, which was previously empty. Then she checks for the bonuses generated by the engine room, because the encounter activated the blue engine room generator: Since she now has 2 blue crystals in her engine room generator, she receives a bonus of 2 steam.



2 Encounter



D  iplomat: We have the chance to meet famous explorers, scientists, inventors, and patrons in the past! With a little luck, they have exactly the resources we need. The encounters provide us with additional knowledge about steam.
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3 Crystal deposit



Psychic: There are rumors that he uses magic when he manipulates time. Utter nonsense! He simply makes very complex calculations and educated guesses that cannot be understood by the simple mind. Speaking of which, shall we begin your reading?



Scientist: With these new crystals and the knowledge we have acquired, maybe I can create more -crystals myself! That certainly is worth the money we pay the crystal miners to purchase the crystals. Buy 1 or more crystals for 2 gold each. Please note: Some deposit action spaces additionally give you 2 esteem.



BONUS: Advance the control disc on your time portal by 1 space in a clockwise direction for each pink crystal in your time portal. If 2 the control disc reaches or crosses the top pink space, you immediately gain 1 bonus action on any of the monument boards. Please note the placement rules. Do not use one of your airships, but instead Mr. ! Take Mr. from the time compass space and place it on almost any action space: Mr. allows you to land on action spaces without following the stream of time and/or that are already occupied by another airship! Return Mr. to its place on the time compass after you have executed the bonus action. Please note: If there are no more crystals on a crystal deposit or if the expedition, upgrade, or mission of an action space have already been taken, those spaces are not available, even to Mr. !



BONUS: Get 1



-crystal from the secret mine for each black crystal in your laboratory generator. You have to place it immediately! Please note the placement rules! If the secret mine is empty, you do not get the bonus. 4 Upgrade



Engineer: Depending on the current spacetime distortion field patterns, I can make improvements to our airship with the right crystals. This procedure will consume the crystals. However, will send us a regular income for our research and implementation of these upgrades. In addition, the upgrades will allow us to activate our time portal generator, as long as there are crystals installed in it. Pay for the upgrade and incorporate it into your airship board. Please note: Although there are only 4 upgrade spaces on the right 1 side of your airship board, you can have more than 4 upgrades. Check the costs for the chosen upgrade with the upgrade tile and the active effort card. Take the required crystals from your airship board and place them back in the bag to pay the costs.  The letters (A to F) on the left of the upgrade tell you how many crystals the upgrade costs.  The effort card tells you which color of crystal is required for each letter on the upgrade. After paying for the upgrade, you immediately receive the depicted income on the upgrade (see the Income phase section).



Example: Finn wants to buy the upgrade to the right. It costs 3 crystals: A, B, and C. The current effort card shows that he has to pay 1 black, 1 pink, and 1 gray crystal. However, he wants to keep the pink crystal so that it activates his time portal when the time portal generator is activated. He therefore uses 1 steam to convert any other crystal (he chooses a gray crystal in this case) to make a pink crystal to satisfy cost B. This, together with 1 black crystal to satisfy A and 1 gray crystal to satisfy C, covers the cost of the upgrade. 5 Gold



Steam



Banker: We have discovered an unknown reserve of gold sovereigns previously lost in the stream of time! We should not pass up the opportunity to collect these. And, the more crystals installed in our Midas-machine, the more gold it can generate for us.



Prospector: How does it work, you ask? Captain, I have no idea! I just place the gray crystal into this compartment and close it up tight. Then I push those two buttons and turn the controller to the desired color, say, pink. As soon as I pull the lever, there’s steam and hissing all around. And then, well, there you have it: a pink crystal!



Take X gold. Please note: Some gold action spaces additionally give you 1 steam and/or you can advance the control disc of your time portal by 1.



If you do not have a required crystal or do not want to spend it, you have another option when paying for upgrades or expeditions: For each 1 steam you spend, you can transform 1 crystal into any other colored crystal. When you do so, slide the control disc of your steam generator 1 space to the left. Please note: If you neither have the required crystals nor the steam, you cannot change the crystal color and may not execute this action.



BONUS: Receive 2 additional gold per gray crystal in your Midas-machine generator. If the bank is empty, you do not get the bonus.
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6 Expedition



Spending rule 2: If you must or can spend crystals during the game (for encounters, expeditions, or upgrades) and you have a -crystal in the corresponding generator, you must spend it first! Only when there are no more -crystals in a generator may you spend the colored crystals in that generator.



N  avigator: Depending on the current spacetime distortion fields, we might be able to travel to different places by using the right crystals. However, this consumes the crystals. A dventurer: But there are great treasures and rare knowledge to be found! So what are we waiting for? The devil takes the hindmost! Pay the expedition cost and place the card face up on the left side of your airship. The number of crystals A required is indicated by the letters C on the left of the expedition, and the required crystal colors are indicated E on the active effort card.



Spending rule 3: When spending a -crystal, it is spent as if it were a crystal of the color of the generator it is installed in. (For example, a -crystal placed in the analytic engine must be spent as an orange crystal.) However, by using 1 steam, you can convert a -crystal from one color to another during spending only, as if it were a colored crystal.



B D F



Spending rule 4: If you spend a -crystal during the game, place it on the secret mine and not in the bag!



BONUS: After paying for the expedition, you get 1 or more of the depicted rewards. For each orange crystal in your analytic engine generator, you could achieve 1 additional discovery on your expedition and thus get 1 reward. (For this action, the bonus and reward are one and the same.)



The action phase ends when no one can or wants to place any airships anymore and the first player tile has been taken.



Supply phase Navigator: It’s happening again: the stream of time is shifting again! is transmitting the new coordinates to us at this moment. Let’s see what awaits us this time!



Example: The expedition at the top of the page costs 4 crystals: 1 each in green (A), blue (B), orange (C), and black (D) as indicated by the current effort card. Sabrina has 4 orange crystals. She spends 1 crystal each in blue, green, and black. But instead of spending the required orange crystal, she spends 1 steam and converts any other crystal (in this case, gray) into orange. By doing so, she keeps 4 orange crystals and thus also receives the first 4 rewards: 8 esteem points and 2 spaces on the time portal. If she had a fifth orange crystal, Sabrina would also get 1 -crystal.



Spending crystals and



Execute the following preparations for the next round:  Take back your airships and place them in your hangars.  Move the monument board in the top position to the position at the bottom of the stream of time.  Return all crystals remaining on crystal deposit action spaces to the bag. Remove all expeditions, missions, and upgrades for the round that just ended from the game. N  ow prepare the monument boards:  Place new crystals in the crystal deposit action spaces. Place new missions from the mission deck. Place the expeditions and upgrades for the new round. (The Roman numeral on the card matches the number of the round.)  Remove the previous round’s effort card from the game and flip the top effort card from the effort deck face up.  F inally, the new first player places the first player tile next to the game board and starts his or her turn.



-crystals



Spending rule 1: When you spend crystals or -crystals, you must start with the right most slot in the corresponding generator of your airship board! This means that crystals in slots that have additional placement costs are used first.



E nd o f t he Ga m e



 If a player crosses the start space of the esteem track with his or her control disc for the first time, he or she takes the esteem tile and places it next to his or her airship board, 60-side up. If he or she crosses the start space for the second time, he or she flips the esteem tile to the 120-side.  Any remaining resources you may still own at this point (gold, crystals, upgrades, expeditions, steam, or steps on your time portal) are of no value!  The player who is in the highest esteem wins and is the celebrated captain of Steam Time!  In case of a tie, the player with more remaining crystals on his or her airship board wins. If there is still a tie, you have to share the title of most esteemed airship captain!



: We have now come to the end of the five week discovery mission. Your success was crucial for providing us with new knowledge of the monuments and what lies beyond. It is with great pleasure that we now honor the most successful and accomplished airship captain. The game ends after 5 rounds. All that counts now is how high you have risen in ’s esteem! If you have accepted missions from , you now check whether you can fulfill them. Starting with the first player, reveal your missions and spend the required resources to build esteem. Advance your control disc on the esteem track accordingly. Please note: Missions for which you did not meet the requirements do not provide you any esteem.
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Modules Sabotage The other players follow in clockwise order and place their saboteurs as well. Please note: It is possible that at the end of the supply phase, there are several saboteurs on the same action space!



Diplomat: We are deploying a special operative to this site. His assignment is to ensure that no other airships become active in that region. And if he cannot prevent it, at least it will cost them a tidy little sum. If he gets caught, we never had this talk ...



 If a player wants to place his or her airship on an action space with a saboteur, he or she has to pay 1 -crystal per saboteur on the action space and return it to the secret mine! The color of the saboteur is of no importance. Only after “bribing” the saboteur, may you execute the corresponding action. If a player cannot or does not want to bribe the saboteur, he or she cannot place his or her airship on this action space.  A t the beginning of the next supply phase, players return their saboteurs together with their airships. So each player gets to place his or her saboteur four times in the entire game.



The game is played as described with the following changes:  Preparation: Each player receives the saboteur of his or her color and places the saboteur in his or her hangar with the airships.



 At the end of the supply phase, starting with the first player, place your saboteur on any action space on the monument boards.



Specialists  Refresh your specialist hand to 2 specialists at the end of your turn. Please note: If the draw pile is exhausted, you cannot draw any more specialists.



: We will give you a team of local specialists for support. They may throw a wrench or two into your regular plan of action. But rest assured, if you use their skills well, it will not be to your disadvantage!



Example: In her first turn, Sabrina plays the navigator. She may now place airships on any action spaces and may ignore the stream of time! At the end of her turn, she draws 1 specialist from the draw pile. In her fourth turn, Sabrina plays the psychic. Now, she can no longer use the special skills of the navigator, which she played in the first turn. She takes the still available first player tile and chooses special action 1: convert steam to esteem. With the psychic’s special skills, she can convert 1 steam into 2 esteem instead of the usual exchange rate of 1:1. At the end of her turn, she draws 2 specialists. So due to the second special skill of the psychic, she now has 3 specialists to choose from. In her fifth turn, Sabrina plays the adventurer. Now the skills of the psychic are lost. She chooses the expedition action. After paying the costs of the expedition, she now checks how many rewards she gets. Sabrina has 4 orange crystals. Thanks to the special skills of the adventurer, she receives one more reward, so she gets all 5 rewards! At the end of her turn, she does not draw another specialist, since she still has 2 specialists in her hand. Later, Sabrina simultaneously plays banker and scientist. She places the banker on top. Now all special skills of the adventurer and the just played scientist are lost. At the end of her turn, she draws 2 specialists from the draw pile.



The game is played as described with the following changes:  Preparation: Each player receives the 9 specialists of his or her color.  Before you start the game each player picks 2 specialists and takes them in his or her hand. Then each player shuffles his or her remaining specialists and places them face down as a draw pile next to his or her airship board.  The specialists come into play during the action phase. In a player’s turn and before executing any action (either taking first player tile or placing an airship), the player may play (face up) 1 or 2 specialists. Place the first specialist left of the corresponding symbol of your airship board. Each subsequently played specialist is placed face up on top of already played specialists, thus creating the specialist deck. Please note: Only the special skills of the top most face up specialist are active! Please note: Special skills of already covered specialists cannot be used for the rest of the game! So if a player plays 2 specialists at the same time in his or her turn (i.e., to draw new specialists which might suit his or her purposes better), he or she has to choose which specialist to place on top. Only the special skill of the top specialist is active. Rüdiger Dorn, born in 1969, lives with his wife and three children in southern Germany. The business teacher has developed and published various games for children, families, and adults; among them, several published by Kosmos. His major works are Goa, Jambo, Louis XIV, and Istanbul. With Steam Time, Kosmos publishes his latest strategy game. The author and publisher wish to thank all of the play-testers and proofreaders of the manual.



Author: Rüdiger Dorn Illustrations: Jacqui Davis Design: Sensit Communication Editing: Michael Sieber-Baskal English Text Editing: Ted McGuire Additional Design: Dan Freitas
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Encounters



Expeditions



ȜȜ Alfred Nobel (1833-1896), Swedish chemist and inventor of dynamite. Founder and eponym of the Nobel prize. ȜȜ Archimedes of Syracuse (287-212 BCE), Greek mathematician, physicist, and mechanic. Considered inventor of burning mirror, pulley, and irrigation system. ȜȜ Bi Sheng (died around 1052), Chinese inventor. Conceived print with movable type long before Gutenberg. ȜȜ Marcus Licinius Crassus (ca. 115-53 BCE), Roman statesman. Supported the first Roman triumvirate with Caesar and Pompeius with his great wealth. ȜȜ Jakob Fugger (1459-1525), German merchant prince. The most significant banker of his time, he rated high aristocracy and royal dynasties among his customers. ȜȜ Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), Tuscan scientist, mathematician, and philosopher. Proved that Earth circles around the sun. ȜȜ Hero of Alexandria (ca. 20-62), Greek mechanic and engineer. Invented the aeolipile, the first thermal engine in history. ȜȜ Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), Dutch physicist and mathematician. Founder of wave theory and inventor of the pendulum clock, among other things. ȜȜ Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), German polymath and theologian. Discovered the laws of planetary motion. ȜȜ Leif Erikson (ca. 975-1020), Norwegian seafarer. Considered to be the first European discoverer of America, described in the Vinland sagas. ȜȜ Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), German polymath. Discovered differential calculus and invented calculating machines. ȜȜ Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), Italian universal genius. Creator of Mona Lisa, inventor of parachute, helicopter, submarine, and more. ȜȜ Marco Polo (1254-1324), Venetian merchant and adventurer. Published a highly detailed report of his travels to Asia and China. ȜȜ Montgolfier Brothers (Joseph 1740-1810, Jacques 1745-1799), French paper manufacturers and aviation pioneers. Constructed and flew the first hot-air balloon. ȜȜ Isaac Newton (1642-1727), British polymath. Developed the laws of motion, the law of gravitational force, and infinitesimal calculus. ȜȜ Nostradamus (1503-1566), French physician, astrologist, and seer. Author of “The Prophecies” in rhymes. ȜȜ Denis Papin (1647- ca. 1712), French physicist and inventor. Invented an atmospheric steam engine and the pressure cooker. ȜȜ John D. Rockefeller (1839-1937), US entrepreneur and oil tycoon. Inflationadjusted, assumed to be the richest person ever, but also great philanthropist. ȜȜ Taqi ad-Din (1526-1585), Ottoman polymath. Inventor of steam turbine, piston pump, mechanical clocks, and more. ȜȜ Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), Yugoslavian inventor, physicist, and electrical engineer. Discovered alternating current and invented many electrical devices including the wireless remote control. ȜȜ Richard Trevithick (1771-1833), British engineer. Created a steam vehicle and the first steam locomotive. ȜȜ Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794-1877), US shipping and railroad tycoon and the richest man at his time. ȜȜ James Watt (1736-1819), Scottish inventor and industrial engineer. Improved the efficiency of steam engines. ȜȜ Yi Xing (683-727), Chinese astronomer, mathematician, and engineer. Created an extensive calendar and discovered the proper motion of fixed stars.



ȜȜ Alhambra – Built in the 13th and 14th century by the emirate of Granada in Spain. Residence and fortress with extensive gardens. ȜȜ Andersons Creek – A gold discovery in 1851 at this creek started the Australian gold rush, which lured hundreds of thousands to Australia. ȜȜ Atlantis – Mythical island, first mentioned by Platon in the 4th century BCE. Existence is disputed. ȜȜ Amber Room – Created around 1700 in the Berlin city palace. Room with countless amber elements. Current whereabouts unknown. ȜȜ Library of Alexandria – Built in early 3rd century BCE. Most important library of ancient times. Location and fate unknown. ȜȜ Big Ben – Built in London 1859, renamed 2012 in Elizabeth Tower. Its chime is known as “The Voice of Britain.” ȜȜ Himeji Castle – Construction started in 1346; extensively expanded in 1580 and 1601. Japanese castle complex with advanced fortifications. ȜȜ Eiffel Tower – Constructed for the 1889 world exhibition in Paris. For about 40 years it was the world’s tallest building. ȜȜ Eldorado – 16th century Colombian legend. Legendary country of gold somewhere in South America. ȜȜ New York Harbor – Location of the first paddle steamer line, which traveled between New York and Albany in 1807. Site of the Statue of Liberty since 1886. ȜȜ Hagia Sophia – Opened in 537. Last major building of late antiquity. In the beginning it was a Byzantine church, then a mosque. Today, it is a museum. ȜȜ Lascaux cave – Location of several of the oldest cave paintings of mankind, presumably dating back to 17,000 BCE. Could be far older. ȜȜ Ishtar Gate of Babylon – Built around 605 BCE as part of the walls of Babylon. Deemed by some scholars as one of the ancient wonders. ȜȜ Jericho – Founded around 9000 BCE and one of the oldest cities of mankind. ȜȜ Carthage – Most likely founded around 814 BCE by Phoenicians. Due to its harbor, it was a prosperous ancient metropolis and rival of Rome. ȜȜ Kingdom of Punt – Since 3rd millennium BCE, it was an important trading partner of ancient Egypt. Location assumed at the Horn of Africa. ȜȜ Colosseum – Completed in 80 CE in Rome. Largest amphitheater in the world. Featured events such as the gladiator games. ȜȜ Kremlin – A huge complex containing a citadel and residence of the tsar, built in 15th and 16th century in Moscow. Also features several sacral buildings. ȜȜ Nazca lines – Created 8th to 6th century BCE. These geoglyphs in the Peruvian Pampa can only be spotted from the air. ȜȜ Xi’an palace – Palace compound constructed in 634. Main residence of Chinese Tung dynasty for 220 years. ȜȜ Petra – Founded around 2nd century BCE in the Jordan mountainous region and capital of the Nabataean empire. ȜȜ Samarkand – Oasis city established in the 2nd millennium BCE. Important trade hub along the silk road. ȜȜ Shangri-La – Fictional hidden paradise, somewhere in Tibet. Based on Eastern legends and described in the novel “Lost Horizon.” ȜȜ Taj Mahal – Completed in 1648 in Indian Agra. Richly ornamented mausoleum for the main wife of the Great Mogul. ȜȜ Teotihuacán – Dating back to 100 CE, this was the most important cultural and political center of central America. Probably established far earlier. ȜȜ Terracotta Army – Completed in 210 BCE. Thousands of terracotta soldiers guard an imperial mausoleum. ȜȜ Theater of Philippopolis – Earliest traces of settlement around 4th millennium BCE. Center of Thracian culture, theater from Roman times. ȜȜ Tortuga – In 17th century, the “Turtle Island“ was an infamous pirates’ den. Situated north of Haiti. ȜȜ Uruk – Mesopotamian city on the Euphrates, established around 3500 BCE. Assumed to be the largest metropolis of its time. Location of the discovery of the first writings.
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manual - Steam 

and still others enjoy simply trying to survive as a (historically) â€œinsignificantâ€� or doomed ... Detailed charts and tables are included with the game in pdf form to allow them to act as ..... Any excesses you have may be stockpiled, or sold or 
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Steam Dryer - Steam Dryer Hose Kit 

Fixer l'autre extrémité du long tuyau à l'électrovanne située au bas du panneau arrière de la sécheuse. Visser le raccord à la main jusqu'à ce qu'il repose sur le ...
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Electric Steam Cooker - Nesco 

attention pour ne pas laisser tomber les gouttelettes de condensation dans le riz. ..... Escriba su nombre, direcciÃ³n y nÃºmero de AutorizaciÃ³n de DevoluciÃ³n.
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steam locomotive hudson - Hornby 

Printed in China. Service Sheet No.00049 ... Tender-Drehgestell komplett. Bogie tender complet. Carrello tender completo. 2. Bogie (no Wheels). 2. HS1473.
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Liasse fiscale STEAM FRANCE 

CrÃ©ances rattachÃ©es Ã  des participations. BB. BC. Autres titres immobilisÃ©s. BD. BE .... 393 570. 1 636 565. 7 135. 56 070. 970 472. 1 409 664. 48 311. 196 329.
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Steam Power Generation 

Nov 19, 2003 - Fluid flow: Enthalpy. Liquid vapor Equilibrium: ... heating power. Fluid Flow and Enthalpy ... http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/. NIST Webbook.
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Home & Away Steam Iron 

Home & Away Steam Iron. Presse De Repassage Ã€ La Vapeur â€“ Taille Moyenne. Plancha A Vapor Para Tela De Medio Porte. Dual Voltage (100-127 ...
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Steam Stormâ„¢ Nonstick Iron 

rivets, or snaps, as these may scratch the soleplate. 2. To clean occasional build-up on the soleplate, wipe with a hot, sudsy cloth. Do not use abrasive cleansers.
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Part One - Steam 

FOR YOU TO BE SAFE. \COURSE. ... A MAN'S PITCHIN' ARM. WHEN A ZOMBIE'S ... I SWEAR TO GOD I. MUSTA KILLED ... OF YOU'D HAVE THE. COMMON ...
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Electric Steam Cooker - Nesco 

Do not use abrasive cleansers or steel wool to clean Lid or Steam Bowl(s), it will scratch the clear plastic. â€¢ NEVER IMMERSE THE BASE IN WATER. To clean ...
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Mollier diagram steam 

3 500. 6,0. 6,2. 6,4. 6,6. 6,8. 7,0. 7,2. 7,4. 7,6. 7,8. 8,0. 8,2. 8,4. 8,6. 8,8. 9,0 e nthalp y k. J. /k g entropy kJ/kgK. Mollier diagram steam www.energymatters.nl.
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flugmaschinen memo wissen entdecken dbid f2jue 
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N Tesla - Steam engine - Exvacuo 

ing is a specification, reference being had to ... of steam or a gas under pressure, have been provided ... mechanism, to maintain in oscillation a piston, .... nately, and this results in the heating of the indicated by the clotted circle at the cen
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steam oven - Fisher & Paykel Appliances 

4 If necessary, correct alignment of the appliance by positioning the spacers supplied under or at the sides of the support. 7 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.
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Fabric Steam Press - Vacuum Home 

NO deje su Plancha a Vapor para Tela SP-660 desatendida cuando estÃ© enchufada y no en uso ... Otros tipos de accesorios no deben usarse con la. Plancha a ...
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Time after time 

Sometimes you picture me; I'm walking too far ahead. Dm C Dm C Dm C. Dm C. You're calling to me; I can't hear what you've said. F. G Em F. G Em F G Em ...
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fragen an maria montessori montessori wissen dbid 1j4dme 
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Single Built-In Steam Oven 

Energy consumption / Consommation énergétique. Similar models compared. Model number. Modèles similaires comparés. Numéro du modèle. Uses least ...
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Model Elite Steam Humidifiers - SupplyHouse.com 

terminals to the ACL-ACN terminals on the GFX3 Humidistat. see Fig.3.x. 3.6.2 Modulating Operation. Connect an external 0...10 Vdc modulating input between terminals IN-GND. Connect any. Safety Switches (high-limit, air flow switch, remote on/off) in
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Time and Animation Time Visualization 

Is just another data dimension ! Why bother? 7. Time ! Is just another data dimension ! Why bother? ! What data type is it? â€¢ Nominal? â€¢ Ordinal? â€¢ Quantitative?
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Single Built-In Steam Oven - Jenn-Air 

Page 1. kWh per year / par année. Energy consumption / Consommation énergétique. Similar models compared. Model number. Modèles similaires comparés.
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1942: The Pacific Air War manual - Steam 

In 1942 THE PACIFIC AIR WAR, you normally won't know who you're up ...... here, you control only one thing â€“ the dorsal-mounted machine gun(s). Your.
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